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Abstract

The relationship between problem-solving ability and problem recall

was examined. Sixty-seven seventh-grade students completed tasks measuring

initial perceptions of problem relatedness, ability to solve verbal prdblems,

and recall of problem information. Results suggested that good and poor

prOblem solvers differed in the nature of their problem recall. Good problem

solvers tended to recall information about a problem's structure, whereas

poor problem solvers rarely .did. Nevertheless, poor problem solvers were

sometimes able to recall the details of a problem's statement better than were

poor problem solvers. A significant transfer effect was found from the solution

and discussion of one problem to the solution of a structurally related problem.
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When solving a new problem, a successful problem solver presumably uses

information, procedures, and more general notions that have been obtained

from previous experience and training. Gestalt psychologists (Duncker, 1945:

Luchins, 1942) have demonstrated that prior experience with related problems

may have a negative effect in certain new problemr-solving situations. In recent

years, attention has been focused on identifying the circumstances under which

positive transfer occurs.

Reed, Ernst, and Banerji (1974) examined subjects' performance.on the

Nissionaries-Cannibals" problem and one of its Homomorphs and reported

that subjects exhibited positive transfer between the similar problems only

when they were told of the relationship between the problems and only when

they solved the more difficult problem of the pair first. Kulm and Days

(1979) used an information-theoretic approach to study transfer between

problems with related structures. They reported that significant transfer

occurred when subjects solved an equivalent puzzle problem ("Missionaries and

Cannibals") but not for an equivalent algebraic problem. On the other hand,

significant transfer was reported when solving a similar algebraic problem

but not for the puzzle problem. They reported that the solution of related

problems appeared to help subjects focus on relevant strategies, but that

different problem contexts appeared to interfere with transfer. Simon and Hayes

(1976) also reported that the "cover story", or problem context, may have a

significant effect on a subject's problem-solving performance.

The investigations cited above all involved college students and, with

the exception of the single algebraic problem in the Kulm and Days study,

all involved the solution of puzzle problems - "Missionaries and Cannibals,"

Tower of Hanoi, and their isomorphs or homomorphs. The present study sought

to extend this work by using mathematical word problems, of the kind usually

4



Solving Related Problems 4

encuuntered'in school, and school-age subjects. Furthermore, the study looked

specifically at the role of memory in transfer between related problems.

HMmory became a focus for this investigation because the results cited

above suggested that a person's problem-solving performance may be intimately

connected with the extraction of improtant structural information from a

problem solution episode, the encoding of that information, and the retrieval

of tha Information in a subsequent problem-solving encounter.

Recently published research by Krutetskii (1976) has suggested that good

and poor problem solvers differ in their recall of information from previously

encountered problems. In particular, good protlem solvers apparently tend

to recall the structural features of a problem, whereas poor problem solvers

tend to recall, if anything, the specific details of a problem statement.

The work of Chartoff (1976) and Silver (1977, in press) has suggested

that students may also differ in their perceptions of problem similarity.

Silver identified four dimensionsalong which students viewed problem relatedness:

mathematical structure, contextual details, question form, and pseudostructure,

The first three are selfexplanat 1 the latter refers to problem similarity

based on the presence of a common measurable quantity, such as age or weight.

Silver's data indicated that the perceived salience of the mathematical

structure dimension was significantly related to problem-solving competence.

Thus, his research suggests that good and:poor problem solvers differ in their

encoding of problem information, since they differ in their perceptIons of

cue salience.

To examine adequately the nature of students' memories for mathematical

problems, it would appear necessary to consider the students' encoding

behaviors as well as the natrue of their recall. Recent research by Bjorklund,
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Ornstein, and Haig (1977) has suggested that input (i.e., encoding) organization

is a mediating factor in memory performance and development. Furthermore,

Handler and Johnson (1977) have reported that the schemata used by subjects

to guide encoding of a story are related to, but not identical to, those

used to guide retrieval of story information.

ajectives

The principle direction of this study was an examination of the relation-

'hip between a student's mathematical problemrsolving ability and the nature

of the student's recall of information from previously solved mathematical

problems. The study looked specifically at the role of such recall in the

solution of various problems related to a previously solved problem. A

*subsidiary purpose was the examination of the relationship between subjects'

encoding of and subsequent recall of problem information.

Procedures

Instrumentation. A 16-item card-sorting task (CST) similar to the one

used by Silver (1977) was administered to 47 seventh-grade students. Students

were asked to form groups of problems that were "mathematically related" and

to explain the basis for categorizing them. The 16 problems consisted of

four sets of structurally related problems in a 4-by-4 matrix. The matrix

was constructed so that the problems in each row were structurally related

end the problems in each column were related in details (context, pseudo-

structure, and question form).

The Verbal Problem-Solving Test (VPST) consisted of a random selection

of 12 of the 16 CST problems. The VPST was administered in a two-day period:

four problems on one day and the remaining eight on the next day.

6
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Approximately one week after completing the CST and VPST tasks, students

were asked to solve two problems (Target Problems) with different mathematical

structures. They were instructed to remember all that they could aboout the

"important mathematical information" in the problem and ite solution. After

they attempted to solve the problems, and after their work had been collected,

students were asked to write down all that they could remember about the pro-

blem and its solution. On the following day, they were again asked to write

down what they remembered, then the problems and their solutions were discus-

sed. On the day following the discussion, and again approximately four weeks

later, students were asked to complete the same free recall task.

Immediately following the third recall occasion, students completed the

Related Problems Task (RPT). For each of six problems, each student first

answered the question, "Is this problem mathematically related to either of

the problems you were asked to remember? Please explain why it is or is not

related," then the student solved the problem, and finally each student was

&eked, "Were you helped in solving this problem because you had already solved

the two problems you were asked to remember? If you were helped, explLin how

you were helped."

The six problems consisted of two sets of three problems related to the

original.two Target Problems. For each Target Problem, one of the related

psalms Ws related in structure but not in details, one was related in

details but not in structure, and the third was unrelated in structure and

.in details. Table 1 contains the Target Problems and the related RPT problems.

The order of problems (TP1S, TP2D, TP1U, TP2S, TP1D, TP2U) was fixed for all

tudents and was decermined by random assignment of problem to sequence

7
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positon.

Insert Table 1 about here

Storing, The CST data were scored in two ways: an association score

and a pure category score were obtained for each student. For each clustering

criterion of interest (structure and details), the association score was

Obtained by counting the number of related pairs of probuns that a student

put into the same CST group. The pure category was obtained by counting the

instances of student-formed groups containing three or more related problems

and no unrelated problems. The maximum association score was 24 and the max-

imum pure cstegory score was four.

The VPST data were simply scored as correct solutions or incorrect sol-

utions. Thus, the maximum score was 12.

The recall data was quantified by examining subjects' recall for each of

three components of the problem: its structure, its context, and its question.

Stduent responses were categorized as (1) total recall - an essentially com-

plate rendering uf the information entirely, Or almost entirely, in the orig-

inal language, (2) "fist" recall - a reasonably accurate rendering of the

information, correct in its essential features and language, (3) incomplete

recall, or (4) inaccurate recall.

Results

The mean score on the VPST was 8.6 (median 8.0). On the basis of the

VPST scores, the sample was trichotomized into good (MT 11 N m 16),

average (5 s VPST s 10; N 37), and poor (VPST 4; N 14) problem solvers.
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The CST data ware analyzed with respect to the three problem-solving

groups. The data are summarized in Table 2 and indicate a strong relation-

ship between problem-solving performance and CST performance. In general,

the results suggest that gorid problem solvers tended to form groups of

related problezm on the basis of common problem structure, whereas poor

problem solvers tended to form groups on the basis of common problem details.

Insert Table 2 about here

Target Problem I was solved correctly by 30 students, and Target Prob-

lem 2 was solved correctly by 38 students; 28 students solved both problems

correctly. The relationship between RPT pre-solution judgments of related-

ness and performance on the TametPr,blems was examined. Figure 1 summar-

izes the results for TPI. The data suggest a strong relationship between

Insert Figure 1 dbout here

problemr-solving success and judgment of appropriate mathematical relatedness.

What is not evident in Figure 1 is the finding that the 13 "good" problem

solvias who correctly solved TP1 all made correct structural judgments, and

that the three "good" problem solvers who failed to solve TPI nevertheless

made correct structural judgments. Furthermore, only two.of the "poor"

problem solvers judged TP1S to be related to TPI, and these students

judged all the problems to be related since they were "all hard to solve".

9
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1,he results for Target+ Problem 2 are summarized in Figure 2. Further

examination of the performance of good" and "poor" problem solvers suggested

the same pattern as noted above for TPI.

Insert Figure 2 about here

The general accuracy of the written accounts of students' recall of

problem information had been examined in earlier work. In this study,

eight students were chosen for interviews immediately following Recall 2.

In general, the verbal protocols obtained frau the interview agreed

substantially with the written responses. Therefore, only the written data

are discussed in this section.

Tha results of the four recall tatiks for Target Problau I are summarized

in Table 3. The data generally indicate that recall of problem structure

WAS less frequent than recall of other aspects of the problem, except that

problan structure was recalled more often in Recall 4 than was problem context.

. Insert Table 3 about here

Similar results were obtained for Target Problem 2 except that the

structure recall scores were somewhat higher and context recall scores were

omewhat lower on all occasions; question recall was about the same for TP2.

The higher scores for structure may be due to the "easier" btructure of TP2.

The structure of TP2 is more explicit in the problem statement; in order to

recieve credit for recalling the structure of TPI, a student had to verbalize
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the implicit structural information contained in the problem. The lower

scores for context suggest that the "cover story" of TP1 may be more

memorable to seventh graders.

The data were further examined to determine the relationship between

recall performance and solution performance for each of the Target Problems.

No quantiative scheme for scoring the recall data seemed satisfactory; thus,

only descriptive analyses and summaries were undertaken. The data in Table

4 suggest that recall of problem st...ucture for TP1 interacted with solution

performance in several ways. In particular, good problem solvers who correctly

solved TP1 tended to recall accurately the structure of the problem, even

after 4 weeks. Good problem solvers who did not correctly solve TPI recalled

poorly the structure of the problem on occasions 1 and 2 but accurately

recalled its structure on occasions 3 and 4. Since unsuccessful problem

solvers were not likely to have "seen" the structure, their "recall" might

be expected to be inaccurate. The surprising finding is that they were

apparently able to extract sufficient structural information from the discussion

of the problem's solution in order to produce accurate recall of structure .on

subsequent occasions.

Insert Table 4 about here

A similar improvement in structural recall was evident for some average

problem solvers on the occasion immediately following discussion of problem

solutions. But the structural recall by these students four weeks later was

generally inaccurate or incomplete. Two of the poor prob'em solvers also

exhibited recall of problem structure in Recall 3 but not in Recall 4.
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It should be noted that, although page limitations prevent the data

from being included in this paper, the results regarding recall of problem

details suggest that poor problem solvers recall other aspects of a

problem as well as good problem solvers do. In fact, about one-half of

the poor problem solvers were classified &s having total recall of the

context of TPI after four weeks, whereas, only one of the good problem

solvers was so classified.

A comparison of CST performance with recall performance was undertaken.

Since good problen solvers hid high structure associatioa CST scores and

good recall of problem structure and since poor problem solvers had high

details association CST scores and good recall of problem details, the

correspondence between the encoding and recall tasks was generally clear

for those groups. Nevertheless, it was also clear that some good problems

also had good recall of problem details; many recalled the questions and

the "jist" of the problems' contexts. Furthermore, the average problem

solvers provided instances of variation from the encoding - recall agreement

noted for the other groups. In particular, several of the average problem

solvers had high details association scores but had good recall of problem

structure (one remembered the "jist" of both problems after four weeks).

Apparently, the knowledge of problem solutions influenced the match between

encoding and recall results.

The influence of the knowledge of the target problem solutions on the

solutions of the structurally similar problems was also examined. The

performance data for T21 and TP1S is summarized in Table 5A. A McNemar test

for significance ok changes, with Yates' correction for continuity (Siegel,

1 )
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1956), was performed and indicated that students showed a significant

(p < .01) tendency to perform better on the structurally related problem

after seeing a solution to the target problem. The results for TP2 and

.,--

TP2S, found in Table 5B, also revealed a significant (p < .05) tendency

to perform better on the structurally related problem.

Further examination of the data revealed that, in the case of TPI

and TP1S, the students who contributed to the significant change were

generally the students whose recall had also improved. For example, of

the 15 students who solved TP1S after failing to solve TPI, 12 of them

(3 good, 8 average, 1 poor) had exhibited improved recall of the structure

of TP1 in Recall 3. The remaining three correct solvers were classified

as average problem solvers; two had exhibited "jist" recall in Recall 2

but had incomplete responses in Recall 3 and the third had incomplete

recall of problem structure on all occasions.

Similar results relating memory for the target problem structure and

performance on the structurally related problem were obtained for TP2 and

TP2S. Furthermore, the performance and memory data for TP1 and TP1D

(and also for.TP2 and TP2D) did not suggest any relationship between memory

for target problem's details and subsequent performance on a problem that

was related in details.

Discussion

The results of this study support the findings of Krutetskli (1977)

that good and poor problem solvers differ not aaly with respect to solution

performance but also with respect to the nature of their recall of problem

13
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information. In particular, this study supported Rrutecskli's finding that

highly capable problem solvers tended to recall accurately the structure of

a mathematical problem.

Nevertheless, there were same differences between the findings of this

study and those reported by Irutetskii. For example, he had reported that

good problem solvers tend to forget rapidly all but the structural aspects

of a problem after they have solved it; in this study, good problem solvers

tended to have accurate recall of problem details in Recall 1, 2, and 3.

This result may be due to the fact that Ss were told in this study to

remeaber all that they could about a problem; Krutetskii did not tell his

S. that memory would be tested. Another possible explanation for the

difference is that Krutetskii's subjects were more highly capable than

those used in this study and that the phenomenon he reported is only

observable in "gifted" populations.

Another difference that was found regards his claim that poor problem

solvers tend to remember very little about a problem after they have solved

it. In this study, it was found that poor problem solvers tended to remember

well the question asked in the problem and also the context of the problem

statement; some students exhibited highly accurate recall of these aspects

even after four weeks had passed. Supported was Krutetskii's claim that

poor problem solvers recall poorly the structural aspects of a problem.

Of course, it is not surprising that poor problem solvers perform poorly

when recalling structural information about a problem that they failed to

solve. Their unsuccessful attempts at a solution probably revealed very little

1 4
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of the problem's structure. The data from the present study extend Krutetskii's

general finding by suggesting that the difficulty for poor problem solvers

may lie in their lack of ability to notice structure, even when it has been

presented in the form of a problem's solution.

The findings of this study suggest that good and poor problem solvers

differ with respect to the degree to which they can remember and utilize

structural information obtained from a presented problem solution. The

pattern of results for the two groups in this study suggest that there exist

potentially important individual differences in recall behavior that are

intimately related to problem-solving performance. Since some poor problem

solvers remembered the details of a problem's statement more accurately

than did most good problem solvers, the result clearly suggest the differences

in memory for problem structure are not due to general memory differences.

Tha results relating recall performance and subsequent solution performance

a: a structurally related problem suggest that significant transfer of

information occurred from the target problems to the related problems. Since,

at least in the case of TP2 and TP2S, the related problem was somewhat more

difficult than the target problem, the data stand in opposition to the

findings of Reed, Ernst, and Banerji (1974). The different findings in the

two studies may be due to the arithmetic or algebraic nature of the problems

used in this study as opposed to the puzzle problem used in the other study.

The findings of significant information transfer in this study are im agreement

with results obtained by investigators interested in such transfer for

isomorphic probless (Luger 6 Bauer, 1977) and for similar problems and

generalizations (Kulm 6 Days, 1979).
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Despite the fact that good and poor problem solvers exhibited the above-

mentioned differences, there was one aspect of the testing in which they

performed quite similarly. Neither good nor poor problem solvers tended to

acknowledge having used information from the target problems when solving

the structurally related problems. Since the poor problem solvers tended

not to solve either one, this finding is not surpriding. But the good

problem solvers tended to solve both correctly and might have been expected

to affirm an influence of the first solution on the second. One possible

explanation for their lack of acknowledgement is that the good Iroblem

solvers did not learn haw to solve the second problem as a direct result of

the solution episode for the target proUem; that is, the solution of the

related problem was accessible to them independent of the target problem

experience.

The group of students for whom the judgments would be most interesting

is the set of students who failed to solve the target problem and then

successfully solved the related problem. Of those students who failed to

solve TP1 but successfully solved TP1S, two of the good problem solvers

and four of the average problem solvers acknowledged help from the target

problem solution, whereas, one good problem solver, four average ptoblem

solvers, and one poor problem solver did not acknowledge help. Further

study of this phenomenon should be undertaken, and problems should probably

be chosen so that they are somewhat more diffictilt for the subjects.

Further examination of problem recall as it related to initial percep-

tion of problem information ought to be undertaken. The results of one

such investigation (Silver, Note 1) suggest that dominant encoding and recall
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features are not always the same. Similar results were also obtained in

this study. Nevertheless, interpretation of the results of these studies is

severely limited by the nature of the problems used and the difficulty of

tha procedures for scoring problem recall. A =ore promising approach than

that used in this study might be interviews and protocol analyses with e

smaller number of subjects. For example, in several cases in this study,

an assessment of the total information recalled by au interviewed subject

might not relate clearly to CST performance, but a positive or negative

relationship might be evident if the order of recalled information was

considered.

As a first step in this direction, the interviews conducted in this

study are being analyzed and the written responses of students, especially

those for Recall 4, are being re-analyzed. Of particular interest in the

re-analysis will be the responses classified as incomplete or incorrect.

If systematic errors can be detected, such findings may contribute to the

current debate on the existence of schemata and reconstructive memory

processes (Royer, 1977). More generally, the results of the ze-eeelyeis

should contribute same evidence regarding the existence of problem

schemata (Sinsley, Mayes, & Simon, 1977) and regarding the existence of

possible differences between encoding schemata and decoding schemata (Mandler

Johnson, 1977).

1 7
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Fig. 1 RPT Judgments for Target Problem 1
rrhe notation (a;b) is used to denote a suc-
cessful solvers and b unsuccessful solvers
of the target problem judged the indicated
problem to be related.]
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Table 1

Target Problems and RPT Related Problems

Target Problem 1
(TP1)

Related Structure
(TP1S)

Related Details
(TP1D)

Unrelated
(mu)

Target Problem 2'
(TP2)

Related Structure

(172S)

Related Details
(TP2D)

Uhrelated
(TP2U)

A farmer is counting the hens and rabbits in his barnyard.
He counts a total of 50 heads and 140 feet. Row many hens
and how many rabbits does the farmer have?

Bill has a collection of 20 coins that consists entirely
of dimes and quarters. If the collection is worth 84.109
how many of each kind of coin are in the collection?

A farmer is counting the hens and rabbits in his barnyard.
Ha counts 6 coops with 4 hens in each, 2 coops with 3 hens
in eadh, 5 owes with 6 rabbits in each, and 3 cages with
4 rabbits in each. How many hems and how many rabbits does
the fencer have?

Amother is 31 years old and her daughter is 13 years old.
How many years ago was the mother exactly 3 times as old
as tha daughter WAS then?

Mt. Plank's butcher shop in having a special sale. During
the sale, one:pound of steak costs twice as much as one
pound of bacon, which in turn costs twice as much as one
pound.of hot dogs. The sale price for one pound of each
of these items is a total of $8.75. What is the sale price
of one pound of hot dogs?

Three friends compare their record collections. Amy has
twice as many records as Betty, wbo has three times as
many as Carol. If the three girls together have a total
of 630 records, how many records does Carol have?

Mr. Plank's butcher shop is having a special sale. Steak,

bacon, *ad hot dogs are selling for a special price.
During the sale, Mt. Flank sells 90 pounds of steak at
$3.50 per pound, 50 pounds of bacon at $1.50 per pound,
and 60 pounds of hot dogs. He sells a total of $480.00

of these items. What is the sale price of one pound of
hot dogs?

There are five differeatly colored books in a pile. The
green one is directly under the blue one and is above the

yellow oae. The red one is above the brown one but not
next to it. The brown book is directly under the green
boa. Which book is oa top?



Table 2

Mean CST Scores by VPST Categories

VPST
CAtegory

CST Scores

Structure Details

Association Pure Associatior, Pure

(ria2.2) (r.1.8) (i-3.7) ace.0.8)
^

Good 17.8 3.1 0.6 0.1

Average 12.0 1.8 3.4 0.6

Poor 6.3 0.4 8.9 2.3

a
denotes grand mean.
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Table 3

Percentages of Students Recalling Information for Target Problem 1

Nature of
Information

Recall Occasion

Recall 1 Recall 2 Recall 3 Recall 4
ASV

Total 22.4 6.0 13.5 0.0

Structure
35.8 37.3 53.7 29.9

Incomplete
Or 41.8 56.7 32.8 70.1

Inaccurate

Total 35.8 20.9 13.5 6.0

Context "Jist" 47.8 55.2 59.7 14.9

Incomplete
or 16.4 26.9 26.8 79.1

Inaccurate

Total 32.8 2019 23.9 10.4

Question
"Jilt" 44.8 46.3 55.2 29.9

Incomplete
or 25.4 32.8 2019 59.7

Inaccurate

4



Table 4

Structural Recall Performance by Problem-Solving Ability: Target Problnm 1

Recall
Performance

VPST Category

Good Average Poor

+a

Total 11 0 4 0 0 0

R1 'last" 2 1 9 10 0 2

Other 0 2 4 10 0 12

Total 3 0 1 0 0 0

R2 "%list" 10 0 11 4 0 0

Other 0 3 5 16 0 14

Total 10 1 4 2 0 0

R3 "Just" 3 2 12 8 0 2

Other 0 0 1 10 0 12

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rh "Jist" 11 3 5 1 0 0

Other 2 0 12 19 0 14

&notes successful solution of 171; - denotes unsuccessful solution



TP1

TP2

Table 5A

Performance on Problems TP1 and TP1S

Successful

Unsuccessful

1111S

Unsuccessful Successful

1 29

,

22 15

Table 53

Performance on Problems TP2 and TP2S

Successful

Unsuccessful

TP2S

Unsuccessful Successful


